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Scanningmacro X-rayfluorescence (MA-XRF)was evaluated as ameans for the non-invasive study of two paint-
ings to investigate their authenticity. The first painting, a still-life attributed to the 17th century Spanish painter
Francisco de Zurbarán, was analysed both with point XRF analyses andMA-XRF. MA-XRF analyses facilitated the
interpretation of the results, revealed a hidden painting and gave a clear answer on the question of authenticity.
The second painting, attributed to the workshop or school of Pieter Paul Rubens, was investigated by MA-XRF
alone. This revealed a hidden stamp of a canvas manufactory, which situated the painting a few hundred years
later than originally supposed. In this last case MA-XRF results were supported by X-radiography and infrared
reflectography (IRR). A brief comparison was made between MA-XRF and these traditional scientific imaging
techniques, which were not able to detect the stamp. Moreover, it is suggested that in certain cases where for
budgetary reasons X-radiographs cannot be made, MA-XRF images can sometimes suffice.
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1. Introduction

Copies and forgeries have been around since the art market came
into existence. The idea of makingmoney - themain reason for the pro-
duction of falsifications - by producing art in the style of a well-known
artist has always been attractive to criminal minds. Although art
works of all kinds have been falsified or copied [1–3], the emphasis in
this paper is on paintings. Over the last decades the buying of art as a
long-term investment has boomed, and the art market is therefore in-
creasingly attractive to fraudsters. It has witnessed many scandals [4,
5], and although cases of fraud have been known since the Renaissance
– even Michelangelo supposedly forged a classical sculpture by artifi-
cially aging it [3] – the most notorious cases date from after the Second
World War. One of the most famous is the Van Meegeren affair, when
Dutch artist Han van Meegeren falsified old Master paintings, including
paintings by Johannes Vermeer [6,7]. One of these paintings ended up in
the collection of ReichsmarschallHermann Göring during the Nazi occu-
pation of the Netherlands. After the SecondWorld War, Van Meegeren
was accused of collaboration for having sold Dutch art to the enemy
and in order to avoid a death sentence, he confessed that the painting
was in fact a fake. During the trial, a team of scientists led by Paul
Coremans, the later founder of the Royal Institute for Cultural Heritage,
proved by chemical analysis that the painting contained 20th century
rwyns).
paint hardeners, hence ruling out the attribution to Vermeer [8]. This
is also one of the first cases where exact science could prove a painting
to be a later copy. In the following decades the artmarketwas disrupted
by forgeries on a large scale. Well-known cases include forgeries by
Elmyr de Hory [9], John Myatt [10], Wolfgang Beltracchi [11–13] and
Pei-Shen Qian [14]. Besides these great scandals, many other lesser-
known forgeries have come onto the market [15–18]. These can lead
to a crisis of confidence in the art market, as the value of a painting
largely depends on its attribution to a known artist. For art historians
forgeries are also problematic, as they falsify history, especially when
they are not (yet) exposed as being fake.

In authenticity matters, the opinion of the expert or connoisseur has
long been the only source on which the final verdict is based [19]. Com-
parison of the style and technique of the painting under investigation
with that of known and well-established paintings by the master to
whom the painting is attributed lead to a judgement on authenticity.
Provenance studies, in which the history of the painting is traced back
to the artist himself, can sometimes support the opinion of the expert.
Since the 20th century, and especially since the second half of the
20th century, exact science has played an increasingly important role
in these kinds of studies. Although analyses alone cannot prove the au-
thenticity of a painting, it can sometimes disprove an early dating or
strengthen the case for authenticity. In the aforementioned Beltracchi
case, it was the finding of one anachronistic pigment - titanium white
- in a falsified painting that triggered further research and exposed the
scandal [13,20]. This does not imply that the eye of the expert is less
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important than before. Indeed, it is only through the synergy of connois-
seurship, provenance studies and exact science that real progress can be
made in the battle against forgeries.

The arsenal of analytical techniques is ever expanding as science de-
velops.Well-established techniques include scientific imagerymethods
like X-radiography [21] and infrared reflectography [22], which reveal
underlayers and underdrawings respectively and give important art his-
torical and technological information on the works examined [1]. How-
ever, scientific analysis of materials paintings are made of is playing an
increasingly key role in the investigation of possible forgeries, especially
in the identification of anachronisticmaterials. Both a painting's support
and its painting materials can be analysed. In terms of the support, dat-
ing methods are often of crucial importance, namely 14C-dating and
dendrochronology [1]. Painting materials are investigated by a large
range of scientific methods such as scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), X-ray fluorescence (XRF), micro-Raman spectroscopy (MRS),
pyrolysis gas chromatography mass spectrometry (Py-GCMS) and
high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) to name only the
most commonly used ones [23]. The development of new analytical
techniques and applications has helped advance the fight against
counterfeiting. Although micro-Raman spectroscopy has been used for
the identification of pigments in artworks since the late 1990s, the po-
tential of the technique for the identification of synthetic organic pig-
ments was only fully exploited a decade later [24–27] and has since
played an important role in the characterisation of the palettes of mod-
ern and contemporary artists [28,29] and in the exposure of many art-
works as fakes [16–18,30].

XRF has long been an established technique for the study of painting
materials owing to its non-invasiveness, speed of analysis, good spatial
resolution and the fact that information from both the surface and
underlayers can be obtained in one measurement. However, some of
these features are also drawbacks. Pigments (or other inorganic mate-
rials) in different layers all produce secondary X-rays, complicating
the interpretation of results. Furthermore, due to the limited number
of spots that can be analysed in a feasible amount of time, only local
point information is obtained, which is not necessarily representative
of the whole painting. The recent introduction of macro X-ray fluores-
cence (MA-XRF) deals effectively with some of these drawbacks [31–
35]. In MA-XRF the X-ray beam scans areas or even the whole painting,
producing thousands and sometimesmillions of data points. Results can
be plotted as elemental distribution maps. These images can make in-
terpretation more straightforward and since the points analysed cover
a wide surface area, they aremore representative of thewhole painting.
Moreover, discussing images instead of raw spectra with conservators,
art-historians and other non-XRF experts is infinitely more conducive
to useful exchanges during multidisciplinary projects.

This paper discusses the benefits ofMA-XRF for the authentication of
paintings [32,36,37] in comparison with classic point XRF measure-
ments and scientific imagery (mainly X-radiography). Two case studies
Fig. 1. Still-life painting, formerly attributed to Francisco de Zurbarán (1598–1664), oil on canva
are presented, a still-life painting attributed to the Spanish painter
Francisco de Zurbarán and a Portrait of JanBrant, attributed to thework-
shop or school of Rubens.

2. Experimental

2.1. Paintings under investigation

2.1.1. Still-life painting attributed to Francisco de Zurbarán (1598–1664),
private collection

The work investigated (Fig. 1a) is a still-life painted in oil on canvas
(104.5 × 146.5 cm). Stylistically, it recalls Spanish painting from the sec-
ond third of the 17th century. The painting arrived at the Royal Institute
for Cultural Heritage with an attribution to the Sevillian painter
Francisco de Zurbarán (1598–1664). A thorough stylistic study showed
that certain elements are indeed similar to still-lifes carried out by
Zurbarán, but the style of the composition is more characteristic of
Sevillian and Madrilenian still-lifes from the 1630s. The neutral dark
background and the arrangement of the objects on a stone shelf are
characteristic of Spanish still-lifes of this period, especially those origi-
nating fromMadrid. The arrangement of the fruit on a metal tray, prob-
ably pewter or silver, is often seen in other still-lifes by Zurbarán, but
also features in many Spanish still-lifes of the period, especially from
Madrid, as in the work of Juan Van der Hamen y León (1596–1631)
and Antonio Ponce (1608–1677).

The painting does include motifs, however, that do not fit with the
period in question. The typology of the metal jug on the left, for exam-
ple, does not correspond to that of contemporary Spanish silverware.
Its decoration is atypical for the Baroque period, suggesting instead a
19th century origin. It could be an element added at a later date. More-
over, the lobster at the foot of the jug also raises doubts, as to the best of
our knowledge no other Spanish still-life paintings of the period are
known to depict lobsters. Finally, the vase with lilies is not painted
with the finesse of brushwork seen in theflowers and platewith grapes,
suggesting possible repainting.

On the basis of artistic style, itwas concluded that the paintingmight
have originated in 17th century Spain, possibly modified in the 19th or
20th century by the addition of elements such as the lobster, metal jug
and vasewith flowers. The style of the oldermotifs situates the painting
in the context of still-life painters of the school of Madrid active in the
middle of the 17th century, such as Antonio Ponce and Francisco
Barrera. Attribution to Francisco de Zurbarán seems unlikely.

2.1.2. Portrait of Jan Brant attributed to the workshop or school of Pieter
Paul Rubens (1577–1640), private collection

The second painting (Fig. 2a) studiedwithMA-XRF is also painted in
oil on canvas (65.5 × 56.5 cm). It is a faithful copy of Rubens's Portrait of
Jan Brant in the Alte Pinakothek in Munich [38]. Jan Brant was Rubens's
father-in-law as well as an important Antwerp humanist, lawyer,
s (104.5× 146.5 cm), private collection, under a) normal light and b) UV-light illumination.



Fig. 2. Portrait of Jan Brant, formerly attributed to workshop or school of Pieter Paul Rubens (1577–1640), oil on canvas (65.5 × 56.5 cm), private collection, under a) normal light and b)
UV-light illumination.
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alderman and town clerk. The paintingwas studied at the request of the
Rubenshuis in Antwerp to learn more about its techniques and mate-
rials. The aim of the investigation was to find out whether the painting
could be a contemporary copy, perhaps painted in Rubens's workshop,
or a later copy.

The painting, smaller in size than the original version, only depicts
parts of the original composition: the artists focused on the head,
torso and ruff, rather than the larger composition with bookshelf,
hands and book. During the study, X-radiography and infrared
reflectography were also carried out, making it possible to compare
the chemical imaging features of MA-XRF with these more traditional
types of imaging.

2.2. Materials and methods

2.2.1. XRF instrumentation
XRF spectra were obtained with an ARTAX micro-XRF instrument

(Bruker AXS, Germany) [39] equipped with a rhodium tube as X-ray
source and a thermo-electrically cooled Si-drift detector. A poly-capil-
lary lens was used to reduce the X-ray beam diameter to ca. 70 μm
with high fluorescence intensity, while a CCD camera allowed the posi-
tioning of the X-ray beam on the object. All measurements were per-
formed under the following experimental conditions: accelerating
voltage of 50 kV, current of 600 μA and measurement time of 60 s.

2.2.2. MA-XRF instrumentation
MA-XRF maps were registered using the M6 Jetstream large area

scanner (Bruker AXS, Berlin, Germany) [32]. The heart of the instrument
consists of a Rh-target microfocus X-ray tube operated at 50 kV and 600
μA current, and a 30 mm2 X-Flash silicon drift detector (energy resolu-
tion b 145 eV at Mn-Kα). The X-ray beam size is defined by poly-capil-
lary optics and is determined by the distance between the measuring
head and the painting. In order to allow scanning, the measuring head
is mounted on an XY-motorized stage with maximum travelling range
of 80 × 60 cm in steps as small as 10 μm. Both paintings were scanned
using an X-ray beam size of 500 μm, in steps of 500 μm, and a dwell
time per step of 10 ms. The spectra were collected, deconvoluted and
examined with the Bruker M6 Jetstream software. Chemical elements
were identified in the scan by examining the sum spectrum and maxi-
mum pixel spectra [40].
2.2.3. Micro-Raman spectroscopy
As XRF is an elemental technique, only capable of detecting inorgan-

ic compounds, additional Raman measurements were carried out in a
limited number of areas to clarify or refine some of the analysis results
obtained by XRF. Raman spectra were acquired with a Renishaw inVia
Raman microscope (Wotton-under-Edge, UK) with a Peltier-cooled
(203 K), near-infrared enhanced, deep-depletion CCD detector
(576 × 384 pixels) using a high power 785 nm diode laser (Innova-
tive Photonic Solutions, New Jersey, USA) in combination with a
1200 l/mm grating. Laser power was reduced to ca. 0.5 mW with
neutral density filters. Analyses were performed directly on the painting
with a fibre-coupled Raman probe for 785 nm excitation as described in
detail elsewhere [41]. Identification of the Raman spectrum was done
by comparison with in-house compiled reference spectra.
2.2.4. X-radiography set-up
The “Portrait of Jan Brant”was radiographed using a Baltograph gen-

erator (Balteau NDT, Hermalle-sous-Argenteau, Belgium) operated at
50 kV with a current of 15 mA. The distance between the instrument
and the painting was 6 m, and an exposition time of 240 s was applied.
The X-radiograph was recorded on two Agfa Structurix D4 films. The
films were scanned and the digital images stitched together using
Photoshop to produce the final image.
2.2.5. IRR set-up
Infrared reflectograms of the “Portrait of Jan Brant”were taken using

a Lion systems (Luxembourg, Luxembourg) thermal camera sensitive to
near infrared radiation in the 900–1700 nm spectral range. The image is
captured using a 50 mm Nikkor lens (Nikon) in combination with a
1500–1730 nm filter, and registered with an InGaAs sensor with a reso-
lution of 512 × 640 pixels. The entire surface of the painting is recorded
as a series of small images. A motorized rail system is used for precise
positioning of the camera. The platform moves vertically, horizontally
and diagonally and has a laser-guided forwards/backwards feature to
maintain a constant distance between the camera and the painting.
Warps or irregularities in the painting's surface are thus accommodated,
ensuring that images are focused and remain the same size. Capturing
images is carried outmanually, by remote control, usingWi-Fi and ded-
icated software. The recorded images are digitised and assembled using
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Adobe Photoshop or PTGui, resulting in high quality, seamless infrared
reflectograms.

3. Results and discussion

The still-life painting was examined first with point XRF spectrosco-
py. As questions remained unanswered, the paintingwas reinvestigated
in a second phase after the acquisition of the MA-XRF instrument. The
Portrait of Jan Brant was only investigated by MA-XRF, but additional
classic scientific imagery was performed.

3.1. XRF vs. MA-XRF on the still-life painting

Following usual practice, the paintingwas first examinedwith ultra-
violet light to attempt to localise later overpaint or retouching (Fig. 1b).
This excited a bluish fluorescence in the thick varnish layer; in some
places drips are clearly visible. The strong fluorescence, however,
completely masked possible later alterations to the original painting.
Some authors consider such varnishes to be suspect, suggesting that
they might hide something [42]. Since the stylistic study suggested
that some parts of the painting might be later additions, and to be
sure that representative areas of the original paint (and later additions)
were well documented, a large number of points [43] was initially mea-
sured with classic XRF, as indicated in Fig. 3.

Not all the results of individual measuring points are discussed sep-
arately here; only themain observations are summarised and discussed.
The most significant finding is that high amounts of zinc and titanium
are present irrespective of location and colour. In the stalk of the lilies
(XRF4, XRF5), the red of the pomegranate (XRF14 and XRF24), the red
of the grape leaf (XRF19) and the black background (XRF43) the
amount of zinc is lower but is stillmeasurable. Variations in the titanium
signal aremore difficult to follow, because themain titaniumpeaks (Kα
at 4.509 keV and Kβ at 4.934 keV) coincide with barium peaks (Lα at
4.465 keV and Lβ at 4.842 keV), an element that is also frequently de-
tected (but not at each measurement point). The variation in signal in-
tensity of titanium seems to be similar to variations in the zinc signal
intensity, implying that these elements occur together in the same ma-
trix (paint). Zinc and titanium signals are remarkably high in the white
of the lilies and in the white accents on the metal jug. The finding of ti-
taniumpoints to thepresence of titaniumwhite (TiO2), a pigment found
Fig. 3. Indication of the spots analyse
in artists' paints in two configurations: anatase and rutile. The distinc-
tion between these forms cannot be madewith XRF, but MRS measure-
ments confirmed that the titanium white is present in the anatase
configuration. This pigment was manufactured on an industrial scale
only from 1916 onwards, and used in painters' materials since 1921
[44]. The element zinc indicates more than likely zinc white (ZnO), al-
though zinc sulphide (ZnS) cannot be ruled out. Zincwhite is a synthetic
inorganic pigment that was suggested as a pigment in 1783, but has
only been used in oil painting since the 1830s, and more frequently
since 1845 [43]. Zinc sulphide has been commercialized since 1852
[43]. The element barium was also detected in many measurement
points (but not in XRF1, XRF2, XRF12, XRF20, XRF23, XRF30, XRF32,
and XRF44), which is characteristic for the usage of barium sulphate
(BaSO4), also of synthetic origin andmarketed in the early 19th century
[43]. When precipitated with ZnS, the pigment lithopone is obtained,
commercialized since 1850, but only in mass production since 1874
[43]. All of these pigments arewhite, and can be used as purewhite pig-
ments, or mixed with other colours to make them lighter.

In the lilies, zinc white and titanium white are the most important
white pigments. However, lead white [2PbCO3·Pb(OH)2] was the
main white pigment in 17th century painting. Lead is also detected at
each measuring point, but in a surprisingly modest amount, as for ex-
ample in the lemon in the basket (XRF15), leaf of the peach (XRF8),
red of the lobster (XRF30, XRF31, XRF32) and white (XRF34) and yel-
lowish-brown (XRF35) accents in the metal jug. Although still used in
the 19th and 20th centuries, the simultaneous appearance of lead
white and modern white pigments could indicate that the painting
was heavily overpainted, as was suggested by the stylistic research.

In the red of the lobster (XRF30, XRF31, XRF31), selenium is detected
in addition to cadmium (although only a very weak signal for cadmium
was obtained). This indicates the use of cadmium red or orange. This
pigment was not available in the 17th century and has only been com-
mercialized since 1910 [45]. In other red parts, such as the pomegranate
red (XRF24) and the red of a shrimp (XRF9), no cadmium red or orange
is found. A second red pigment, vermilion, is indicated by the presence
of mercury. Surprisingly, it is not found in red parts of the painting, but
in the grey of the metal jug and in some of its yellow accents (XRF 33 to
XRF37). Remarkable as well is the use of cadmium red or orange in the
lobster, with vermilion employed for its reflection in the metal jug. The
source of the vermilion is likely to be found in an underlying layer.
d by point XRF measurements.
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In some parts of the painting, especially in the greyish table (XRF42,
XRF43), cobalt, arsenic and nickel are found, which are characteristic of
smalt, a cobalt-rich potassium glass. Used since the 15th century, smalt
went slowly out of use after the discovery of Prussian blue in the early
18th century and cobalt blue at the end of the 18th century. It was hard-
ly used in the 19th century [46]. In the blue of the grapes (XRF16 and
XRF20) cobalt is also detected, but no arsenic and nickel, so it is likely
that cobalt blue was used in this area. Again, the use of classic pigments
next to modern alternatives is striking, and the only logical explanation
seems to be the presence of hidden older paint layers.

Various colours in the painting did not produce XRF-signals. This is
the case for the bright yellow of the lemons, (XRF15, XRF28, XRF29),
the green leaf of the peach (XRF8) and the red of the pomegranates
(XRF14 and XRF24). MRS analyses were performed directly on the
painting, as the presence of synthetic organic pigments was suspected
in these zones. As mentioned earlier, the thick layer of varnish caused
measurement problems. The focus of the laser spot on the pigment
grains is problematic and the varnish exhibits a strong fluorescence
that masks the MRS signal. Data from strong Raman-scattering pig-
ments could only be obtained in places where the varnish appeared to
be thinner (tiny lacunae in the varnish). As mentioned earlier, anatase
could be identified in different places. The main finding, however, was
the presence of Pigment Green 8 (PG8) in the green leaf of the peach.
PG8 belongs to the class of non-phthalocyanine metal complexes, dis-
covered in 1885 but only commercially exploited since 1921 [47]. The
structure of the pigment is essentially organic in nature, with an iron
core. A slightly elevated iron signal is indeed detected with XRF, but
most of the molecule is invisible to XRF. MRS analyses on the yellow
of the lemons and the red of the pomegranates did not lead to useful
Raman signals due to the strong fluorescence of the varnish.
Fig. 4.Elemental distributionmapsof a part of the Still-life painting obtained usingmacroX-rayfl
Ba, Pb, Hg and Co.
Based on the results of the XRF andMRS analyses, it can be conclud-
ed that the still-life painting was not created in the 17th century; the
presence of anatase all over the painting and PG8 in the leaf of the
peach indicate that it cannot have beenmade before ca. 1921. Older pig-
ments detected could be part of a hidden painting, implying that the
canvas was re-used to make the still-life. Alternatively, the painting
could have undergone a hyper-restoration, in which large parts of the
original composition were overpainted or even removed during resto-
ration [48,49]. An X-radiograph of the painting could have given more
information, but this would have been expensive, and was difficult to
justify in view of the doubts on the painting's authenticity. Therefore
it was chosen to re-investigate the painting with MA-XRF.

Due to the dimensions of the painting, five individual MA-XRF maps
were made. Elemental distribution maps for each element were then
generated through manual stitching of the individual maps. As the
painting was measured in its frame, the borders were not accessible.
The total measuring timewas around 10 h. Results of theMA-XRF anal-
yses for themain elements detected are given as elemental distribution
maps in Fig. 4.

These results confirm the occurrence of titanium and zinc in almost
all points measured with classic XRF. Both elements are clearly present
throughout the painting, except in the dark background. The distribu-
tion of zinc is analogous to that of titanium, as was also suggested by
the point measurements; in the maps this is even more obvious as
both images are practically identical, even in the grey intensity scale (al-
though in some parts of the painting, zinc is absent when titanium is
present, such as in the stork of the lilies, as was also observed by the
point XRF analyses). Both elements must have been present in the
same (commercial) paint, which was used in large parts of the painting
and is not part of a later intervention.
uorescence (MA-XRF) scanning. Thedistribution of the sixmain elements is shown: Ti, Zn,



Fig. 5. Elemental distribution maps of a part of the Portrait of Jan Brant obtained using
macro X-Ray fluorescence (MA-XRF) scanning. The distribution of the five main
elements is shown: Pb, Ca, Zn, Fe and Hg.
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The distribution of barium (characteristic for barium sulphate) dif-
fers from the other two white pigments. It seems to be present every-
where, even in the dark background. In places where the zinc and
titanium content is high, the barium signal is low and vice versa. This in-
dicates that barium is present in an underlying layer, and that the bari-
um signal is suppressed in places where zinc and titanium are present.
Presumably it is present as pigment or cheap filler in a ground or isola-
tion layer applied during execution of the still-life painting in order to
mask what could be hidden below. The Ba-Lα line is easily absorbed,
implying that when it can be detected in an underlying layer, the
upper layer must contain pigments that do not easily absorb X-rays.
This suggests that the dark background is made up of a pigment com-
posed of light elements such as carbon black. As barium can also be de-
tected in relative high concentrations in certain parts of the painting,
such as in the leaves above the fruit basket, it is likely also present on
the surface mixed with other pigments as filling material or as a sub-
strate for synthetic organic pigments.

The fourth white pigment identified - lead white – confirmed, as
suspected, the presence of a hidden painting. The composition observed
in the lead distribution map, represents a Virgin and Child. Paint losses
in this first painting can be seen as black patches. These are quite limit-
ed, implying that the pictorial layer of the hidden painting is relatively
undamaged. The lead distributionmap proves that the still-life painting
was made on a re-used canvas depicting another scene, ruling out the
possibility of a hyper-restoration.

The elemental distribution maps of mercury and cobalt facilitate the
interpretation and understanding of the point analyses. Vermilion has
been used in the hidden painting for the dress of the Virgin (and in
parts of the halo of the Child). As the metal jug has been partially
painted over the dress, the presence of vermilion in the point analyses
in the jug can easily be explained. MA-XRF distribution maps of seleni-
um (not shown) confirm the usage of cadmium red (or orange) in the
red lobster. The fact that no mercury was found despite the fact that
the lobster is partially painted on the red dress of the Virgin was due
to the local point measurements being carried out inadvertently in a
paint loss in the red dress; hence only a signal of the modern cadmium
rich paint was obtained. The reflection of the lobster in the jug is in fact
paintedwith cadmiumred (or orange), but thiswasnot picked up in the
point measurements due to the low concentration of cadmium; only a
signal from the underlying vermilion in the red dress was measured.
These observations also demonstrate that point measurements are not
always representative for the whole paint surface.

The cobalt distribution map shows where cobalt rich pigments are
present, but do not allow differentiation between smalt and cobalt
blue. However, the images make it clear that cobalt is present both in
the hidden painting as well as in the still-life, and easily localise zones
with high cobalt intensity. As the images are the results of N3.7 million
individual spectra, sum spectra of areas can be made. Two different
spectra were obtained for the grapes and the Virgin's halo, although
both are zones with relatively high cobalt signals. For the halo, arsenic
and nickel were detected as well as cobalt, proving the presence of
smalt, while in the blue grapes only cobalt was identified, pointing to
cobalt blue.

As was the case for the point analyses, some colours cannot be iden-
tified by MA-XRF. These colours either contain elements too light to be
detected (such as ultramarine) or are (synthetic) organic pigments.
MA-XRF localises these zones, which could contain important informa-
tion on the question of authenticity, especially when synthetic organic
pigments are suspected [16,17]. For more precise and reliable pigment
identification,MA-XRF scanning is best combinedwith (pointmeasure-
ment) methods providing molecular information such as MRS. Howev-
er, as noted before, due to the thick varnish layer no further information
could be obtained by MRS besides the detection of PG8.

It can be concluded that MA-XRF analyses of the painting allows a
more straightforward interpretation of the XRF results in comparison
with point XRF analyses. The MA-XRF elemental maps demonstrated
the presence of bothmodern and traditional pigments and provedwith-
out any doubt that the still-life was created after 1921, re-using an old
canvas.
3.2. MA-XRF on the portrait of Jan Brant

The painting was first observed under UV light to localise possible
retouching or overpaint (Fig. 2b). This revealed a varnish with a bluish
fluorescence, as well as darker zones characteristic of later interven-
tions. With point analyses these restored areas would have been
avoided, as they would have provided false information. With MA-
XRF, the painting surface can be completely analysed, although in this
case only the central part was done (taking around 3 h). Unlike XRF,
this technique allows the visualisation of later interventions, which
are shown here in the elemental distribution maps of lead and calcium
(Fig. 5). The dark patches in the lead distribution maps show losses in
the paint. The actual damage to the paint is more limited than what
the UV picture suggests; retouching was carried out on a wider area
than the damage. The calcium distribution map is the inverse of the
lead distribution map: the calcium signal intensity is more pronounced
where losses occur, most likely because the calcium rich ground is ex-
posed or because of the filling of the losses with a calcium rich material
such as chalk or gypsum before retouching.



Fig. 6. a) X-radiograph of the Portrait of Jan Brant. The results of the lead distribution map are quite similar to this image, although under the conditions used, the resolution of the X-
radiograph is higher. Nonetheless, details of the face and ruff are more visible in the Pb distribution map. The hidden stamp cannot be seen. b) Infrared reflectogram of the painting,
revealing underdrawings, but not the hidden stamp.
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Lead is present throughout the painting and the canvas structure is
visible in the lead distributionmap, implying that the lead rich pigment,
no doubt lead white, must be present in the ground or imprimatura
layer. Lead is also present in the white areas of the paint, such as the
ruff and flesh tones. The lead map is quite similar in appearance to the
X-radiograph, although the latter is higher resolution (Fig. 6a) and re-
veals clearly a fine, even canvas weave. This already raises doubts as
to the authenticity of the painting, as the weave is overly regular for a
pre-industrial 17th century canvas. The resolution of the lead distribu-
tion map is lower, but could be improved by lowering the X-ray beam
diameter and the distance between the measuring spots. As the main
focus of the current study was the identification of the pigments, no at-
tempt was made to gain a better image of the canvas structure using
MA-XRF.

A third white pigment is detected, zinc white, as can be seen in the
zinc distribution map. The damage to the paint is also visible in the
zinc map, as is the structure of the canvas, implying that the zinc must
be present in one of the preparatory layers and is close to or in contact
with the canvas. Three vertical (dark) stripes are visible in the zinc
map; these can also be observed in the lead distribution map as white
patches, meaning that there is a higher lead concentration in these
zones. It is likely that the lead rich layer has been applied with a palette
knife or similar tool. Due to the higher lead density, the zinc signal is
suppressed in these places, indicating that the zinc layer is actually pres-
ent below the lead rich layer, and hence forms an integral part of the
painting's layer structure.

The iron map reveals the distribution of iron rich pigments, likely
earth pigments. Earth pigments have been popular since prehistory
and are still frequently used, so do not provide additional information
regarding a possible creation date. The iron concentration is especially
high in the darker parts of the flesh tones, the hair and in the back-
ground. Near the right shoulder of Jan Brant there is a line that is not vis-
ible in the final image. In the original painting by Rubens in the Alte
Pinakothek in Munich, the back of a chair can be seen at the same spot.
In the present version, this chair was probably quickly sketched in
using an iron rich painting medium, but was ultimately dropped.

TheMA-XRFmercury distributionmap revealed surprisingly precise
information on the creation date of the painting: an original canvas
stamp showing the name of the manufactory, stencilled on the canvas
in vermilion based paint. The stamp is seen in reverse, implying it
must be present on the back of the canvas. As the painting is relined,
and there is no such stamp on the lining canvas, the stamp must be on
the back of the original support. Neither the X-radiograph nor the IRR
image revealed it (Fig. 6a and b). To improve the stamp's readability,
the area around it was reanalysed with a dwell time of 2 times 10 ms
at higher resolution using a pixel size of 250 μm and a 250 μm X-ray
beam diameter. The smaller X-ray beam diameter can be obtained by
lowering the distance between the measuring head and the object.
The M6 Jetstream features a poly-capillary lens, which generates a con-
vergentX-ray beam to focus theX-ray tubes radiation. As anX-ray beam
is typically broader below and above its focal plane, the X-ray beam size
can be changed by changing the distance between the poly-capillary
lens and the object, and hence by bringing the sample into focus
(small X-ray beam diameter and small distance between object and
poly-capillary lens) or out of focus (increase of the X-ray beamdiameter
and of the working distance between the object and the poly-capillary
lens).

After mirroring the image and turning it clockwise 90°, the name of
the manufacturer could be clearly read: “A. Schutzman” (Fig. 7). This
canvas factory based in Munich was founded by August Schutzmann
in 1844. The history of this firm has been traced by Beatrix Haaf [50].
In her publication she reproduces eight examples of the firm's canvas
stamp, in chronological order. The full text of the stamp reads
“Malerleinwand Fabrik von A. Schutzman in MÜNCHEN”, translated as
“Painting canvas manufactory of A. Schutzman in Munich”. The stamp
on the present painting corresponds well with a stamp in use in 1882
and in 1898. In Haaf's article, there is no precision as to the time periods
in which the different stamps were used, but an earlier stamp with a
slightly different appearance appears on a painting dated 1871/72. In
1902 another stamp design appears. This implies that the canvas used
for the Portrait of Jan Brant can roughly be situated in between these
two last dates, unless the Schutzmann firm used several stamps simul-
taneously. In any case, the painting cannot date to before the founding
of the firm in 1844, which corresponds well with the MA-XRF pigment
analyses results.

It is interesting to note that in 1836 the original version of the Por-
trait of Jan Brant entered the collections of the Alte Pinakothek in Mu-
nich, where it has been ever since. Therefore, at some point after 1836
the copyist could have set his easel up in the Alte Pinakothek museum
and made his reduced version. It is worth noting that the IRR image re-
veals a sketchy, carbon-based underdrawing in a dry, non-friable medi-
um, probably graphite (Fig. 8). The drawing is more detailed for the
sitter's face, hair and ruff and both eyes have been moved up slightly
during painting. The sketchiness of the drawing, together with the



Fig. 7. Elemental distributionmap of Hg of a detail of the Portrait of Jan Brant, showing the hidden stamp applied on the back of the original canvas. For ease of reading the stamp has been
inversed and turned 90°.
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shift of the eyes, suggests that the copy could have beenmadewithout a
preliminary independent drawing, the artist working directly on his
canvas after Rubens's original painting.

4. Conclusion

MA-XRF scanning of two canvas paintings gives insights into the na-
ture of their supports and paintingmaterials and provides an answer to
the question of their authenticity. This non-invasive method allowed
the reconstruction of the artists' palettes, revealing pigments in both
paintings that were not available in the time period that the paintings
were assumed to have beenmade. In the case of the still life, initially at-
tributed to Francisco de Zurbarán, point XRF-measurements had al-
ready suggested that the work could be a modern copy on an old
canvas, although a hyper-restoration of the work could not be
completely excluded.With MA-XRF, the chemical data, presented as el-
emental distribution map images, revealed a hidden painting under-
neath, simplifying the interpretation and explaining the results of the
point analysis. Areas where (MA-)XRF results cannot explain the col-
ours could point to the use of synthetic organic pigments, which are
often of key importance for establishing execution dates. One such pig-
ment, PG8, was indeed found in the painting.

In the Portrait of Jan Brant formerly attributed to Rubens's workshop
or school, the presence of a hidden stamp of the canvas manufactory
Fig. 8. Detail of the infrared reflectogram of the Portrait of Jan Brant revealing sketchy
underdrawing lines in the face; the arrows indicate the outline for the profile of the
eyes, which are a little lower than their final painted position.
was discovered withMA-XRF. This stampwas not revealed in X-radiog-
raphy or IRR. The identification of themanufactory gives an earliest pos-
sible creation date for the painting of 1844, and the design of the stamp
suggests a likely execution period for the painting between 1871/72 and
1902, a few centuries later than originally supposed. MA-XRF also gave
more information on the materials used, confirming the presence of
zinc in or near the ground layer and therefore forming an integral part
of the painting's layer structure. The lead distribution map produced
comparable information to that obtained with X-radiography, although
in lower resolution.

Although analyses with MA-XRF are rather slow, the operator needs
only to be present to set-up themeasurement. Once it is running, the in-
strument scans the painting (or parts of it) without any need for further
intervention, making it a time-efficient process for the operator. This is
not the case for XRF point analyses as the presence of an operator is re-
quired at all times. In a growing market, where there is a need for rapid
and non-destructive methods of art authentication, MA-XRF could be-
come a routine technique, complementedwhere necessarywithmolec-
ular analyses such as micro-Raman spectroscopy.
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